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  iOS Swift Game Development Cookbook Jonathon Manning,Paris Buttfield-Addison,2018-10-02 Ready to make amazing games for the iPhone
and iPad? With Apple’s Swift programming language, it’s never been easier. This updated cookbook provides detailed recipes for managing a wide
range of common iOS game-development issues, ranging from 2D and 3D math, SpriteKit, and OpenGL to augmented reality with ARKit. You get
simple, direct solutions to common problems found in iOS game programming. Need to figure out how to give objects physical motion, or want a
refresher on gaming-related math problems? This book provides sample projects and straightforward answers. All you need to get started is some
familiarity with iOS development in Swift.
  Security, Privacy and Reliability in Computer Communications and Networks Kewei Sha,Aaron Striege,Min Song,2016-11-30 Future
communication networks aim to build an intelligent and efficient living environment by connecting a variety of heterogeneous networks to fulfill
complicated tasks. These communication networks bring significant challenges in building secure and reliable communication networks to address
the numerous threat and privacy concerns. New research technologies are essential to preserve privacy, prevent attacks, and achieve the requisite
reliability. Security, Privacy and Reliability in Computer Communications and Networks studies and presents recent advances reflecting the state-of-
the-art research achievements in novel cryptographic algorithm design, intrusion detection, privacy preserving techniques and reliable routing
protocols. Technical topics discussed in the book include: Vulnerabilities and Intrusion DetectionCryptographic Algorithms and EvaluationPrivacy
Reliable Routing Protocols This book is ideal for personnel in computer communication and networking industries as well as academic staff and
collegial, master, Ph.D. students in computer science, computer engineering, cyber security, information insurance and telecommunication systems.
  Adobe GoLive 5.0 ,2000 A guide to GoLive 5.0. This book helps readers learn the features of GoLive 5.0. It covers toolbars, palettes, site
management tools, layout design, and more. It is useful to beginning to intermediate level course in Computer Graphics, Web Graphics, Graphic
Design, Digital Imaging, or Visual Communications that uses Adobe software applications.
  The Manors of Suffolk: Notes on Their History and Devolution; Walter Arthur Copinger,2018-02-24 This work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and
remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant.
  HTML5 Matthew MacDonald,2011-08-19 A guide to HTML5 covers such topics as markup, Web forms, audio and video, Canvas, CSS3, data
storage, offline applications, and JavaScript.
  Micro Tracy Gardner,Elbrie de Kock,Tech Age Kids,2018-01-31 micro: bit in Wonderland is a coding and craft project book for the BBC micro: bit
(microbit). The book guides beginners aged 9 and over through 12 projects inspired by Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. The projects develop
modern skills in creative and computational thinking, computer programming, making and electronic
  Managing Curricular Innovation Numa Markee,1997
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  Perspectives on Formulaic Language David Wood,2011-11-03 Formulaic sequences are more or less fixed word combinations such as idioms,
collocations, lexical bundles, phrasal verbs and so on. Study in this area has grown over the past fifteen years, despite the fact that there are no
academic journals or conferences devoted to this topic. This edited collection is an attempt to draw together the diverse international work on
formulaic language. It features an introduction by Dr. Regina Weinert, a pioneer and expert in the study of formulaic language in acquisition. The
authors have an international scope, from China and Italy to Armenia, Canada and Britain. The book is divided into three sections: Formulaic
Language in Acquisition and Pedagogy; Identification and Psycholinguistic Processing of Formulaic Language; Communicative Functions of
Formulaic Language. The topics of the papers are as varied as the geographic locations of the authors - critical discourse analysis, psycholinguistics,
memorization, corpus analysis, specific languages such as Arabic, and even Beowulf and blogging language. This volume represents a step forward
for the study of formulaic language, offering diverse, often previously unexplored perspectives from international researchers, advancing knowledge
in innovative ways. It makes a fresh contribution the growing number of works on this topic and will appeal to researchers and academics working
with formulaic language throughout linguistics.
  Online Worlds: Convergence of the Real and the Virtual William Sims Bainbridge,2009-12-08 William Sims Bainbridge Virtual worlds are
persistent online computer-generated environments where people can interact, whether for work or play, in a manner comparable to the real world.
The most prominent current example is World of Warcraft (Corneliussen and Rettberg 2008), a massively multiplayer online game with 11 million s-
scribers. Some other virtual worlds, notably Second Life (Rymaszewski et al. 2007), are not games at all, but Internet-based collaboration contexts in
which people can create virtual objects, simulated architecture, and working groups. Although interest in virtual worlds has been growing for at least
a dozen years, only today it is possible to bring together an international team of highly acc- plished authors to examine them with both care and
excitement, employing a range of theories and methodologies to discover the principles that are making virtual worlds increasingly popular and may
in future establish them as a major sector of human-centered computing.
  International Classification in Psychiatry World Psychiatric Association. Section on Nomenclature and Classification,1988 Unity and Diversity
offers a comprehensive overview of psychiatric diagnosis and nosology. Specially commissioned chapters by leading experts representing twenty
different developing and developed Western and Eastern countries cover historical roots, recent developments, and current issues. The chapters are
organized into five sections. The first reviews international and representative national diagnostic systems; the second, specific syndromes; the third,
nomenclature and assessment; the fourth, nosology; and the fifth, the prospects of the upcoming Tenth Revision of the International Classification of
Diseases. Seventy-five percent of the psychiatrically disordered population live in the Third World, and the need for a more truly international science
of psychiatry is great. This volume helps to meet that need. It will be an indispensable reference for all mental health researchers and professionals.
  Learning Cocoa with Objective-C Paris Buttfield-Addison,Jonathon Manning,Tim Nugent,2014-02-19 Get up to speed on Cocoa and Objective-
C, and start developing applications on the iOS and OS X platforms. If you don’t have experience with Apple’s developer tools, no problem! From
object-oriented programming to storing app data in iCloud, the fourth edition of this book covers everything you need to build apps for the iPhone,
iPad, and Mac. You’ll learn how to work with the Xcode IDE, Objective-C’s Foundation library, and other developer tools such as Event Kit framework
and Core Animation. Along the way, you’ll build example projects, including a simple Objective-C application, a custom view, a simple video player
application, and an app that displays calendar events for the user. Learn the application lifecycle on OS X and iOS Work with the user-interface
system in Cocoa and Cocoa Touch Use AV Foundation to display video and audio Build apps that let users create, edit, and work with documents
Store data locally with the file system, or on the network with iCloud Display lists or collections of data with table views and collection views Interact
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with the outside world with Core Location and Core Motion Use blocks and operation queues for multiprocessing
  The Manors of Suffolk: The hundreds of Thingoe, Thredling, Wangford, and Wilford, including a general index to the holders of the manors
Walter Arthur Copinger,1911
  IOS Game Development Cookbook Jonathon Manning,Paris Buttfield-Addison,2014 Provides detailed recipes fro a wide range of common iOS
game-development issues.
  3D Madness! Michael Jones,Allen Wyatt,1994 3D Madness! takes advantage of the growing interest in this area of computer graphics. 3D
Madness! includes lots of tips, tricks, and traps as well as a Top 100 Graphics Techniques featured in the text and referenced in a jump table on the
inside front cover. The CD-ROM is filled with 3D software. The disk contains a subset of the material on the CD-ROM.
  Teaching Oral Communication William Littlewood,1992-07-27 The aim of this book is to bridge the gap between the theory and practice of
teaching language for communication. It is written principally for teachers who wish to adopt a communicative approach and would like to reflect on
the principles that underlie it.
  Chess for Beginners a Picture Guide Al Horowitz,2018-11-10 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within
the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To
ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
  JUNK MEDITATIONS ERALDO. LESKO,2020
  Nāga-mandala Girish Raghunath Karnad,1990 An English Version Of Girish Karnad`S Play Originally Written In Kannanada - Which Was Based
On 2 Folk-Tales From Karnataka.
  Swift Development with Cocoa Jonathon Manning,Paris Buttfield-Addison,Tim Nugent,2014-12-10 Ready to build apps for iPhone, iPad, and
Mac now that Swift has landed? If you’re an experienced programmer who’s never touched Apple developer tools, this hands-on book shows you how
to use the Swift language to make incredible iOS and OS X apps, using Cocoa and Cocoa Touch. Learn how to use Swift in a wide range of real-world
situations, with Cocoa features such as Event Kit and Core Animation. You’ll pick up Swift language features and syntax along the way, and
understand why using Swift (instead of Objective-C) makes iOS and Mac app development easier, faster, and safer. You’ll also work with several
exercises to help you practice as you learn. Learn the OS X and iOS application lifecycle Use storyboards to design adaptive interfaces Explore
graphics systems, including the built-in 2D and 3D game frameworks Display video and audio with AVFoundation Store data locally with the file
system, or on the network with iCloud Display lists or collections of data with table views and collection views Build apps that let users create, edit,
and work with documents Use MapKit, Core Location, and Core Motion to interact with the world
  Steles of the Sky Elizabeth Bear,2014-04-08 Elizabeth Bear concludes her award-winning epic fantasy trilogy, The Eternal Sky, with Steles of
the Sky. Re Temur, exiled heir to his grandfather's Khaganate, has finally raised his banner and declared himself at war with his usurping uncle. With
his companions—the Wizard Samarkar, the Cho-tse Hrahima, and the silent monk Brother Hsiung—he must make his way to Dragon Lake to gather
in his army of followers. Temur has many enemies, and they are not idle. The sorcerer who leads the Nameless Assassins, whose malice has shattered
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the peace of all the empires of the Celedon Highway, has struck at Temur's uncle already. To the south, in the Rasan empire, a magical plague rages.
To the east, the great city of Asmaracanda has burned, and the Uthman Caliph is deposed. And in the hidden ancient empire of Erem, Temur's son
has been born, and a new moon has risen in the Eternal Sky. The Eternal Sky Trilogy #1 Range of Ghosts #2 Shattered Pillars #3 Steles of the Sky
The Lotus Kingdoms, set in the world of the Eternal Sky #1 The Stone in the Skull At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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football play sheet template pdf scribd - Oct 06 2022
web football play sheet template uploaded by tom yashinsky description
template for printing for american football allowing for quick printing
and drawing of plays copyright all rights reserved available formats
download as pdf or read online from scribd flag for inappropriate content
save 100 0 embed share print download now of 1
blank football play sheet template football template template - Feb 10
2023
web 10 best printable football play templates as if in every match of
moments a well planned strategy is needed to reach the goals the teams
were pursuing in football the play templates are being printed and
placed on the wall or
football playbook template 300 blank football field templates - Nov 07
2022
web jan 29 2019   football playbook template 300 blank football field
templates for a football playbook maker playbook football
9781795417099 amazon com books books sports outdoors coaching
enjoy fast free delivery exclusive deals and award winning movies tv
shows with prime try prime and start saving today with
free football play designer playart pro - May 13 2023
web create complex animated football plays using our free play maker or
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copy plays from our extensive play library toggle navigation playart pro
go pro play designers basketball play designer free football play designer
play designer quick start field nfl red zone o theme
digital football playbook from firstdown playbook usa football -
Sep 05 2022
web build your football playbook and draw scout cards and plays digitally
using firstdown playbook the official playbook resource of usa football
offensive playbook template pp matchquarters artofx - Mar 31 2022
web description need a professional looking offensive install or playbook
template mq has you covered the first page contains the main play
diagram with all the important information spaced out in an orderly
fashion
ppt templates for playbook by spencer wheeler - Dec 08 2022
web 1 ppt templates for playbook free 2 ppt templates for playbook 3
graph paper template free 4 graph paper template downloadable letter
paper 5 letter paper templates free 6 letter paper templates
downloadable 7 letter paper 2 viewable free 8 letter paper 2 9 swoosh
temp free 10 swoosh temp downloadable
playcall sheet blank template pdf american football sports - Aug 04 2022
web playcall sheet blank template free download as excel spreadsheet xls
pdf file pdf text file txt or read online for free
get coachxo blank football play sheet template form us - Jan 29
2022
web coachxo blank football play sheet template form get coachxo blank
football play sheet template form show details how it works open form
follow the instructions easily sign the form with your finger send filled
signed form or save football play sheet template rating 4 satisfied 28
votes
playbook templates google drive - Jul 15 2023
web may 16 2010   blank playbook page with ol only 8 per page pdf
owner hidden jul 28 2017
33 printable football templates - Feb 27 2022
web blank football template free download for football enthusiasts and
learners this printable football pool template in blank form can be of very

much importance by downloading it you can use it for creating a game
strategy and planning the tactics of the game print it and use
blank football play diagram form fill out and print pdfs - Apr 12
2023
web blank football play diagram form fill out and print pdfs printable
football play diagram form a football play diagram form is a grid that
outlines the field on which the game will be played it also shows where
players are supposed to stand and move to so as to maximize their
chances of winning fill out football play diagram form home
qb receiver downloadable wrist coach templates cutters sports - Jan 09
2023
web downloads downloads we got your back we know you got lots of
game up your sleeve but don t sweat you can always download blank play
cards for your cutters wristcoach at any time before you head to your
next big game playmaker wristcoach blank play cards compatible with
197 triple playmaker 097
game plan templates football coaches corner - Jun 02 2022
web game planning template do you want to cut down game planning
time prepare more effeciently turn your hudl reports into a call sheet
create daily scripts and call sheets simultaneously practice what you will
see on game day game planning templates allow you to fill out game
plans scripts and a call sheet simultaneously
football play call sheet template fill online printable fillable - Jun
14 2023
web a football play sheet template is a document that allows a coach to
create their own football plays it typically includes blank spaces to fill in
player positions specific formations and individual instructions for each
player
10 best printable football play templates printablee com blank - Dec 28
2021
web in football the play templates are being printed the put about the
wall or board to help the teams set a goods position this template has
also helpful because computer has easier for all participants to see and
understand while discussing the
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blank football play sheet template excel form signnow - May 01
2022
web blank football play sheet template excel form get a football play
sheet template 0 template with signnow and complete it in a few simple
clicks show details we are not affiliated with any brand or entity on this
form how it works upload the football play call sheet template edit sign
football call sheet template excel from anywhere
football play call sheet template fill out sign online dochub - Mar 11 2023
web 01 edit your football play sheet online type text add images blackout
confidential details add comments highlights and more 02 sign it in a few
clicks draw your signature type it upload its image or use your mobile
device as a signature pad 03 share your form with others send blank
football play sheets via email link or fax
blank football play sheet template fresh football game - Jul 03 2022
web jul 12 2020 templates work everywhere in word processors
spreadsheets project management programs survey programs and email
here is the way to automatically explore
10 best printable football play templates printablee com - Aug 16 2023
web apr 15 2021   football play diagrams templates why do coaches need
football play templates as if in every match of moments a well planned
strategy is needed to reach the goals the teams were pursuing in football
the play templates are being printed and placed on the wall or board to
help the teams set a good position
application for character certificate and transfer letters in - May 28 2023
jun 11 2021   application for character certificate and transfer certificate
june 11 2021 from name address date date to the principal name of the
school address of the school subject request for issuance of character
and transfer certificate dear sir madam
what is character certificate format uses application - Mar 26 2023
may 8 2023   all about a character certificate involving details on its
types format the application process documents and samples is available
here
application for character certificate learn how to write why is - Jul
18 2022

oct 19 2022   10 conclusion 11 frequently asked questions on application
for character certificate a character certificate is a form of identification
issued by the indian government to an individual or organization the
certificate shows the name of the person his date and place of birth his
father s name mother s name address and caste community
application for character certificate with format and samples pdf -
Jun 28 2023
format your letter begin with your name and address at the top followed
by the date below that write the recipient s name title and address use a
formal business letter format salutation start with a formal salutation
such as dear recipient s name
how to write format character certificate with sample every letter
format - Apr 14 2022
jan 13 2023   a format character certificate also known as a moral
character certificate is a document that attests to an individual s good
moral character and reputation it is often required for job applications
visa applications and other situations where an individual s character
and reputation are important
application for character certificate samples format pdf - Aug 31
2023
jun 15 2023   application for character certificate samples to make sure
you write a perfect application for a character certificate you need to
understand the format of the letters given below are some formats of the
letters for your better understanding letter requesting a character
certificate from college for higher studies
5 samples application for character certificate - Nov 21 2022
this article aims to provide comprehensive information on the application
process and the format of the character certificate in india furthermore
we will also share samples of character certificate applications and
formats to help readers get a better understanding of the document s
nature
application for character certificate from school college - Jun 16
2022
below we have more than 12 application samples that you can follow to
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write your own request letter for a character certificate application in
addition if you are not a student or if you need other types of character
certificates you need to get one from your local police station
application for character certificate format and samples toppr -
Oct 01 2023
1 write a short and precise address of you 2 date on which you are
writing 3 write the receiver s address 4 write a compiling subject 5 now
address the receiver respectfully 6 in the first paragraph of the body
introduce yourself
application for character certificate format with 7 samples - Apr 26 2023
aug 26 2023   application for character certificate character certificate
application application for character certificate in english character
certificate application for character certificate from college letter for
character certificate application for character certificate in hindi
character certificate application in english application for character
application for character certificate from police station sample -
Feb 10 2022
jun 14 2021   i name s o w o d o name dob date of birth a permanent
resident of mention locality city name write this letter in order to request
you for issuance of character certificate in my name i e name
character certificate format for employee school etc - Mar 14 2022
nov 3 2020   school company address respected sir madam subject
request with character certificate i name am an ex student of your school
iodin have studied in class roll number departments of insert school
during aforementioned academic year i have applied for further research
with school college
character certificate format for employee school etc request letter - Oct
21 2022
nov 3 2020   school name address respected sir madam subject request
for character certificate i name am an ex student of your school i have
studied in class roll number division of your school during the academic
year i have applied for further studies with school college
character certificate uses format and sample admitkard - Aug 19 2022
feb 7 2020   what is the format of the character certificate ans format for

character certificate name of the applicant in block letters name of the
father name of the spouse date of birth copy of birth certificate admit
card or document of school leaving examination to be attached full
address
character certificate application format for school college - Feb 22
2023
subject include an appropriate subject line like application for a
character certificate or requesting character certificate introduction this
is the first paragraph of your letter or email ideally the first paragraph
should be used for the introduction and stating the
application for character certificate learn how to write points - Jul 30
2023
sample application letters for a character certificate writing a letter
expressing your requirement for a character certificate might be a little
tricky here are some sample character certificate application letters that
you can refer to when you sit down to write one on your own
how to write a school character certificate format and sample letters -
May 16 2022
school character certificate samples sample 1 requesting a school
character certificate if you are an individual seeking a school character
certificate refer to the sample letter written below to the principal
modern english school mumbai 28 subject request for issuance of school
character certificate respected sir madam
application for character certificate type uses and format - Jan 24 2023
jun 29 2022   the character certificate application is a formal statement
that must be made in writing to the official overseeing the organization
or environment from which you want the certificate to be issued it is a
formal document that details your behaviour and character while
working for the company or organisation
character certificate for employee letterdocuments - Sep 19 2022
step 1 use a formal tone the tone of the character certificate should be
formal and professional use appropriate language and avoid using slang
or informal words step 2 include the recipient s information include the
recipient s full name address and contact details this information should
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be placed at the top of the certificate
5 ms word character certificate templates for everyone - Dec 23
2022
aug 15 2018   the common types are character certificate for employees
the employer might seek a certificate from the employee to ensure his
character at his last job this serves as proof to the employer that the
employee has not been involved in any immoral or illegal acts
havana fever mario conde investigates copy - May 18 2023
web havana fever mario conde investigates reducing poverty protecting
livelihoods and building assets in a changing climate jul 29 2020 climate
change is the defining
marina bay suites guards death a misadventure asiaone - Mar 04 2022
web the deaths of two security guards in a fire at marina bay suites could
have been prevented and should serve as a wake up call for the private
security industry to develop sound
havana fever mario conde investigates kindle edition - Jan 02 2022
web may 1 2009   havana fever mario conde investigates ebook padura
leonardo bush peter amazon ca kindle store
havana fever mario conde investigates amazon co uk - Sep 22 2023
web havana fever features mario conde who has been the subject of
former novels a former detective conde makes a living buying and selling
books while secretly yearning to be
havana fever on apple books - Nov 12 2022
web may 1 2009   conde s curiosity turns to obsession as he tries to
unravel violeta s sad fate the trail takes conde into the past when batista
ruled revolution was near and
havana fever mario conde investigates book 0 kindle edition - Jul
20 2023
web may 21 2009   havana fever features mario conde who has been the
subject of former novels a former detective conde makes a living buying
and selling books while
havana fever mario conde investigates softcover abebooks - Jan 14
2023
web havana fever mario conde investigates by padura leonardo isbn 10

1904738362 isbn 13 9781904738367 bitter lemon press 2009 softcover
havana fever mario
havana fever mario conde investigates 9781904738367 by - Dec 13 2022
web full of atmosphere and descriptions to savour this is as much a life
affirming tribute to havana as a fine novel of death and detection the
independent police work is not
havana blue mario conde mystery 3 mario conde - Mar 16 2023
web apr 2 2007   lieutenant mario conde is suffering from a terrible new
year s eve hangover though it s the middle of a weekend he is asked to
urgently investigate the mysterious
havana fever mario conde investigates amazon com - Oct 23 2023
web may 1 2009   havana fever mario conde investigates kindle edition
by padura leonardo bush peter download it once and read it on your
kindle device pc phones
9781904738367 havana fever mario conde investigates by - Jun 07
2022
web jan 15 2009   havana fever mario conde investigates by leonardo
padura and a great selection of related books art and collectibles
available now at abebooks co uk
havana fever mario conde investigates book 0 kindle edition - Jun 19
2023
web havana fever mario conde investigates book 0 ebook padura
leonardo bush peter amazon com au kindle store
amazon com customer reviews havana blue mario conde - Aug 09
2022
web find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for havana blue
mario conde investigates at amazon com read honest and unbiased
product reviews from our users
havana fever mario conde investigates righton books - Apr 17 2023
web havana is now flooded with dollars populated by pimps prostitutes
drug dealers and other hunters of the night in the book collection of a
rich cuban who fled after the fall of
havana fever mario conde investigates book 0 kindle edition - Oct
11 2022
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web havana fever mario conde investigates book 0 ebook padura
leonardo bush peter amazon in books
amazon com customer reviews havana fever mario conde - Feb 15 2023
web find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for havana fever
mario conde investigates at amazon com read honest and unbiased
product reviews from our users
havana fever mario conde investigates book 0 kindle edition - Aug 21
2023
web may 21 2009   havana fever mario conde investigates book 0 kindle
edition by padura leonardo bush peter download it once and read it on
your kindle device pc
strong sense of place havana fever - Jul 08 2022
web havana fever mario conde investigates leonardo padura peter bush
translator our hero mario conde is a retired policeman and now makes
his living in the much more
havana fever 0 mario conde investigates amazon in - Sep 10 2022
web havana fever 0 mario conde investigates bush peter padura leonard
amazon in books
havana fever mario conde investigates 2023 stage gapinc - Apr 05
2022
web 4 havana fever mario conde investigates 2022 12 28 1827 in this his
last published work antonio benítez rojo takes the outline provided by

historical events and weaves a
pdf read download havana fever mario conde - May 06 2022
web jul 4 2023   play pdf read download havana fever mario conde
investigates by everlychan on desktop and mobile play over 320 million
tracks for free on soundcloud
nigerian honey love scam artist arrested in baguio city manila -
Feb 03 2022
web may 22 2021 02 37 pm airport policemen have arrested a nigerian
and his alleged filipina cohort for duping a woman of more than p200
000 in what authorities described as
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